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Abstract— Utilization of web applications is on hike nowadays. Purposely, they are meant for online administrations. 

Web applications deals with variety of user’s information range from simple to complex. System collapses as they 

countenance with the unauthorized access. SQL injection attack heads among all the security dangers to web applications. 

Each and every developer tries to protect their metadata information from getting accessed by any anonymous users. This 

paper demonstrates the way to prevent the data at database storage level. The data will be encrypted in such a way that it 

can never be decrypted back. This provides the complete security to hide the password like entities inside the database 

from attackers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

OWASP top 10 [1] positioned the SQL injection at top most level. The accessibility of vital information leads to the 

achievement gained by the attacker. Top most priority of any web developer is to offer safety of the confidential 

information provided by the users. If anyhow the attacker becomes successful in getting access to the database then he can 

have all the metadata information present inside the database storage. This can be worsening as per the behavior of any 

anonymous user. The SQL injection attack enables the attackers to append the SQL code to query input and through 

application tier, anonymous user can seize the metadata information from data storage. If there is a case of unauthorized 

access and accessibility of metadata information from the database storage then it can be resisted via encryption 

mechanism. Encryption mechanism makes the intelligible data into non-intelligible one that means only intended person 

having complete decryption method can get the data back. This approach can be very helpful in hiding the password inside 

the database table. In various research papers, authors generated hashes from the password text. They could either use 

md5 or sha1 or higher algorithm for converting the password field into their respective hashes. But nowadays, these 

hashes can be easily converted back into their original text via using online reverse hash lookups table. This is again a big 

challenge of preventing the metadata information. Then we propose architecture of not only converting the password into 

hashes, combine the password hash with some salt and then convert them into hashes. This conversion totally resists the 

attacker from converting the password hashes back into their original text form. This paper, weights on various segments. 

Paper starts with the related work then we propose the technique inside “Proposed methodology”. After then, we have 

our implementation work and some experimental results. Finally, the paper ends with the conclusion. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Shrivastava et al.’s Approach – In [2], Shrivastava et al. propose system that uses the two level authentication system. So, 

there is also database request overhead. If attacker is strong enough in SQL injection and tries to manipulate the SQL 

query in the way that the resultant SQL statement contains the same number of tokens as in original SQL query. Then this 

mechanism fails. 
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Praveen et al.’s Approach – In [3], Praveen et al. propose techniques to prevent SQL injection techniques. Input validation 

at the initial level used to prevent user from entering special characters. Second technique checks for the data passed by 

the user. This paper uses generalized techniques to prevent SQL injection attack. No special treatment for prevention of 

SQL injection attack is carried out. 

 

Andodariya et al.’s Approach – In [4], Andodariya et al. propose a technique that prevent SQLI attack level wise. Among 

which the first layer was input validation,  used to validate and filter input given by the client. Query tokenization is second 

layer that creates tokens of SQL query and compares this tokes with predefined tokens stored in database. Third layer is 

input encryption layer, which will encrypt the input given by the user to make in the form that cannot be SQL injection 

code. The next and last layer is classification to analyze and classify the SQL query. They uses md5 algorithm for 

generating the hashes. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
 

The aim here is to encrypt the password text field using various mechanisms. It hides the password from the attackers and 

will provide the users a complete security regarding their confidential information. At client side, after the login, the 

username and password will generate the hash and that hash will be compared with the original hash. If they both match 

then the system will provide the access to that user for that web page further. Besides, if suppose there is a novice user, 

then he must first have to register himself, this generates the new hash code and will be store inside the database storage. 

The hashes that are storing inside the databases are combination of sha1 with salt. We have used 5 byte salt. The password 

that is given by the novice user at the time of registration, will get concatenated with the salt and then the hash will be 

generated and finally save inside the database table. This salted hash is in encrypted form. If any anonymous person tries 

to decrypt it via using reverse hash lookups table, then he will get the error as “No value in sha1 database for this hash”. 

Fig. 1 is showing the model for our proposed architecture.   

 

 
Fig.1 Proposed model 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

We have created a web page for registration and login and verification purposes. In fig. 2 the Graphical User Interface is 

shown. 

 

 
Fig. 2 GUI of web page 

 

This web page consist two text fields that are username and password. Along with this, there is one send button and one 

link named register to do the registration for novice users. At database storage, there is database and it has a table shown 

in fig. 3, which includes the attributes named- ID, username, password and encrypted password. ID is the sequence 

number given to each user. Username is the name of the user mentioned at the time of registration. Password field is the 

field where the password is visible in text form for some examples purposes. And encrypted passwords are in non-

intelligible form. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Table inside database 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

In fig. 4 the password field consists the actual password in text form which is visible and in next column, its hash is 

present via md5 algorithm. It is 32 bit long. This can be easily decrypted back using hash lookup tables as shown in fig. 5. 
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Fig. 4 Password encrypted using MD5 and can be decrypted back also 

 

 
Fig. 5 Decryption of encrypted md5 password 

 

Similarly, the hash is generated via using sha1 algorithm as shown in fig. 6. It is 40 bit long. But still, it can also be 

decrypted back. Fig. 7 shows the decrypted password hash. 
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Fig. 6 Password encrypted using sha1 and can be decrypted back also 

 

 
Fig. 7 Decryption of encrypted sha1 password 

 

In fig. 8, the password text field is totally hidden, in place only encrypted password attribute field is shown. It is using the 

sha1 algorithm with the Password_default feature. Password_default is a predefined constant and it is used to create new 

password hashes. This provides the range from 60 characters to 255 characters. 
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Fig. 8 Password encrypted using sha1, text invisible and can not be decrypted back 

 

In fig. 9, the hashes are generated using sha1 with the 5 byte salt. The hash that is generated after this mechanism cannot 

be reverted back into its original text. If any anonymous user tries to decrypt it back, then he will get the error as shown in 

fig.10. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Password encrypted and invisible using sha1 with salt and can not be decrypted back 
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Fig. 10 No way to decrypt the sha1 salt password 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper has demonstrated that a huge domain of SQL injection attack can lucratively be mitigated via using the 

proposed system architecture. The generation of hash can authenticate only the intended users always. We intended to 

encrypt the passwords using sha1 with some salt. This completely resists the attacker to get the plaintext from that salted 

hash. The proposed system will pass authorized requests only. Further study is done for making use of novice algorithms 

to encrypt the data query for mitigating SQL injection attack. 
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